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GERMAN RETAIL SALES SURGE CONSOLIDATES 

Berenberg Macro Flash 

German retail sales, mom %, sa, February 2015 

Actual:Actual:Actual:Actual:        ----0.50.50.50.5    

Previous: 2.3 

Consensus: -0.7 

Berenberg: -0.7 

    

Germany’s consumption surge consolidated in FebruaryGermany’s consumption surge consolidated in FebruaryGermany’s consumption surge consolidated in FebruaryGermany’s consumption surge consolidated in February, with retail sales falling by 0.5% mom, following a 

2.3% jump in January. Monthly average sales in the first two months of Q1 2015 were still a whopping 2.9% higher 

than in Q4 2014, which points to a very strong contribution from private consumption to GDP growth in early 

2015. Normal wage growth just below 3% yoy and near-zero inflation (0.3% yoy in March), along with rising em-

ployment (up 0.9% yoy in February) comfortably support consumption growth well above 2% this year. Further-

more, low interest rates make the alternative of saving less attrractive and risks like a new escalation of war in 

Ukraine or Grexit have so far not made any impact on consumer confidence this year. Within Germany’s golden 

decade, 2015 looks set to be a year of the consumer. 

 

Online retailing continues to outgrow all other sectors Online retailing continues to outgrow all other sectors Online retailing continues to outgrow all other sectors Online retailing continues to outgrow all other sectors with a growth rate of 12.1% yoy real in the first two 

months of the year. Books and jewellery followed with 6.7%, but faced the biggest price cuts of all sectors. Textiles 

(+2.7% yoy real and +2.9% yoy nominal) and pharmacies and cosmetics (+3.6% yoy real and +6.8% yoy nominal) 

were the only two sectors reporting where average prices rose and thus nominal sales were higher than real. Inci-

dentally, both sectors lagged behind the average in volumes growth, highlighting how cheaper products make 

consumers spend more rather than less. 

    

Chart: Chart: Chart: Chart: German retail sales surgeGerman retail sales surgeGerman retail sales surgeGerman retail sales surge    

    
German retail sales, 2010 = 100, sa, excl. motor vehicles and motorcycles. Source: Destatis 

    

German retail sales, real 

 

% change% change% change% change    FEBFEBFEBFEB    JANJANJANJAN    DECDECDECDEC    NOVNOVNOVNOV    OCTOCTOCTOCT    SEPSEPSEPSEP    

mom -0.5 2.3 0.6 0.9 2.0 -2.8 

yoy 3.6 5.0 4.8 -1.2 2.5 2.8 

 

Source: Destatis  
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Diffusi 

This message has been produced for information purposes for institutional investors or market professionals, it is not a 

financial analysis within the meaning of § 34b or § 31 of the German Securities Trading Act (Wertpapierhandelsgesetz), no 

investment advice or recommendation to buy financial instruments. The message does not claim completeness regarding the 

information on the developments referred to in it. On no account should it be regarded as a substitute for the recipient’s 

procuring information for himself or exercising his own judgements. The message may include certain descriptions, state-

ments, estimates, and conclusions underlining potential development based on assumptions, which may turn out to be 

incorrect. Berenberg and/or its employees accept no liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss or damages of 

any kind arising out of the use of this message or any part of its content. -- For full economics reports please visit our 

website or contact capitalmarkets@berenberg.de.  
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